BSocSc Applied Sociology (East & Southeast Asia)

Foundation Courses
SS2029  Basic Sociology
SS2010  Social Welfare Services, Policies and Issues
SS2023  Basic Psychology
SS2024  Social Problems & Social Issues
SS2025  Political Sociology
SS2027  Social Statistics & Research Methods

Core Courses
AIS2021  Introduction to East & Southeast Asia
AIS3012  Qualitative Research Methods
AIS3013  Contemporary Sociological Theory
AIS3021  The State & Economic Development in E & SEA
AIS3022  Culture and Development in E & SEA
AIS3023  Changing Social Structure in E & SEA
AIS3024  Political Dynamics in E & SEA
AIS4051  Directed Research Project

Electives (8 out of 19)
i. thematic regional courses
   AIS4023  Asian Education & Society
   AIS4024  Environment and Society in Asia
   AIS4027  Religions & Society in Asia
   AIS4028  Women & Development in Asia
   AIS4037  Islam, Ethnicity and Nation-making in East and Southeast Asia
   AIS4041  Mass Media in East Asia
   SS4212  Labour and Welfare in Asia
   SS4214  Crime and Corruption in Asia
   SS4506  Globalization, Regionalism & Subregionalism in Asia-Pacific

   ii. themed and issue-oriented country courses
   AIS4011  Chinese Society in Transition
   AIS4012  Development and Social Change in Hong Kong
   AIS4038  Politics and Society in Contemporary Taiwan
   AIS4039  Social and Cultural Issues in Contemporary Japan
   AIS4040  State and Society in Singapore
   SS4524  Political Dynamics and Change in Contemporary China
   SS4527  Social and Economic Development in South Korea

   iii. Advanced/applied research courses
   AIS4033  Advanced Social Statistics
   AIS4034  Development Planning and Analysis
   AIS4035  Marketing Research